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Abstract

This paper presents new techniques for improving the structural quality of
automatically acquired architectural 3D models. Common architectural fea-
tures like parallelism and orthogonality of walls and edges are exploited. The
location of these features is extracted from the model by using a probabilis-
tic technique (RANSAC). The relationships among the planes and edges are
inferred automatically using a knowledge-based architectural model. A nu-
merical algorithm is used to optimise the orientations of the features. Small
irregularities in the model are removed by projecting the triangulation ver-
tices onto the features. Planes and edges in the resulting model are aligned to
each other. The techniques produce models with improved appearance. We
show results for synthetic and real data with consideration of noise.
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1 Introduction

The process of 3D reconstruction of scenes is often affected by noise in the measure-
ments. Furthermore, inaccuracies are created by view merging, segmentation and surface
fitting. Ways to improve the reconstruction are to use more sophisticated methods like
photogrammetry techniques or to increase the number of views (possibly from different
sensors). Another way is to identify and exploit properties of the scene to improve the
model. 3D reconstruction of industrial parts has used prior knowledge to improve models
for a long time [14, 17]. Architectural scenes are also particularly suitable for the con-
straints since the geometry is typically very structured [3]. Architectural constraints can
be used for camera calibration as well as 3D reconstruction from single [18, 10] and mul-
tiple [6, 1] intensity images or for image based modelling of buildings [4]. Features used
for architectural constraints are typically straight lines, large coplanar regions and the par-
allelism and orthogonality of lines or planes. These kinds of features can be easily found



in architecture scenes. Architectural constraints for improving 3D models have been used
to automatically straighten edges in 3D models [5]. The work presented in this paper com-
bines parallelism and orthogonality constraints on planar regions (typically walls, floors
and ceilings) and edges. Planes are flattened and edges are straightened. We enforce the
alignment of planes and edges by applying orientation constraints. Triangulated nearly
planar regions are made coplanar and edges straight. We apply the constraints to the
data following meshing. Zabrodsky concluded in [19] that corrections following meshing
generally give a greater improvement. The method is independent of the calculation of
the 3D structure unlike the work presented in [18, 10, 6, 1] where constraints are used in
combination with reconstruction from intensity images.

This work consists of three steps. First, architectural features are extracted from pre-
viously triangulated 3D models (Section 2). We use RANSAC techniques [7] to find
planes (similar to that given in [2]) and edges in the model. The next step is the automatic
extraction of the relationships between the extracted scene features. Few papers have
dealt with the automatic extraction leaving it to the user to specify them [14, 17]. The
interpretation of the scene is formalised as a constraint satisfaction problem [16]. Liedtke
used a semantic net for interpretation of architectural scenes [11]. His interpretation is
hypothesis driven. Hypotheses are verified or falsified by matching the 3D objects against
the image. In our work we match the planes against a semantic net of a generic house
by using a backtracking tree search (Section 3). The semantic net concentrates on the
definition of the 3D objects and its relations. We check the interpretations only by verify-
ing the relationships between the 3D objects. We then analyse the edges in the models by
clustering. Edges with similar orientation are clustered together. We obtain the three prin-
ciple orientations of the architectural model from the clusters. Constraints are assigned
to almost-regularities like parallel or perpendicular walls or edges. The last and final step
consists of applying the architectural constraints (Section 4). The original model is fitted
to the new constrained model. Optimising the model can be done in a number of ways
(e.g. numerically [2, 17] or evolutionary [14]). We use the Downhill Simplex method
[12]. It is a robust numerical multidimensional minimisation technique. After finding the
parameter vector for the optimised model the vertices are projected onto the features. The
result is a model with fewer irregularities (e.g. edges on walls) and aligned features (e.g.
parallel walls).

2 Feature extraction

At all stages of the process, the model is a mesh consisting of verticesV = f(x; y; z) 0g,
edgesE = f(v1; v2)g and trianglesT = f(v1; v2; v3)g. The first step of the process is to
extract planes and edges from the raw triangulated model. Before starting the extraction
the model is normalised. The model is scaled and translated to fit into a unit sphere at the
origin. A robust RANSAC algorithm [7] is then used to obtain a set of planes and edges.

2.1 Plane extraction

The algorithm hypothesizes a number of random planes from triples of points inV . The
distance of a triangle centroid to the hypothetical plane is calculated by computing the
difference between the distance of the plane to the origin D and the dot product between



the triangle centroidC = (x; y; z)0 and the unit plane normalN = (nx; ny; nz)0.
Triangles that satisfy the following inequality belong to the hypothetical plane.jC �N �Dj < tolerane (1)

The size of a hypothetical plane is calculated by adding up the areas of the triangles
that satisfy (1). The hypothesis that creates the largest plane is selected. Each plane
is represented by its minimal description, which is the surface normal represented by
azimuth and elevation angles with respect to a reference vector and the distance to the
origin. The exact number of features in a scene is not known. So, we repeat the RANSAC
algorithm until the size of the resulting feature falls under a certain threshold. (An EM
algorithm [13] could instead have been used to select the number of planes and fit them,
but we chose a simpler technique to focus on the reconstruction issues.)

The plane extraction gives reasonable results. However, it sometimes produces a plane
that consists of small disconnected patches distributed over the scene. An architectural
plane (e.g. a wall) is not usually separated by a large gap. However small gaps frequently
occur for example due to the presence of pipes or decorations. Therefore, the planes are
analysed by single linkage clustering [9] to ensure that the triangles of a plane are closely
connected. The cluster technique starts with the individual triangles and groups them
together to form larger and larger clusters (hierarchical clustering). The distance between
two clusters is defined as the minimal Euclidean distance of any two triangles belonging
to different clusters (nearest neighbor method). The clustering terminates after reaching
a certain distance. This distance specifies how far apart parts of the plane can be.

Figure 1: A fold edge goes horizontally thought this mesh. A hypothetical edge is created
with the verticesV1 andV2. All edges that lie in the 3D corridor (grey area) belong to the
hypothetical edge (middle dark line).

2.2 Edge extraction

The edge extraction starts with filtering the edges of the 3D model. Only jump edges
(belonging to a single triangle) or fold edges, which separate non-coplanar triangles, are
used. The algorithm creates random edges from the filtered edge set. The distance of a
vertex to the hypothetical edge is calculated with the starting pointS = (sx; sy; sz)0 and
the unit orientationO = (ox; oy; oz)0 of the edge. All triangle edges with their vertices(V1; V2) that satisfy the following inequality belong to the hypothetical edge (see figure
1). jj(Vi � S)�O((Vi � S) � O)jj < tolerane (2)



The length of a hypothetical edge is calculated by adding up the lengths of the matched
triangle edges. The hypothesis that creates the longest edge is selected. We represent
every edge by its starting point S and orientations as� and�. We repeat the process until
the length of the resulting edges falls under a given threshold.

3 Scene interpretation

3.1 Plane labelling

A model of an architectural scene is described in a general semantic net (see figure 2).
The model entities (walls, roof and floor) are represented as nodes in the net. The nodes
are connected via different types of relationships (arcs). A semantically meaningful de-
scription is assigned to the scene features by matching them to the semantic net. A back-
tracking tree search is used to find the best match. The algorithm takes as input a set of
plane features F, a set of possible model labels L and a set of binary model relationships
R which limits the possible labelling. The tree search starts with the first feature from
F and assigns all labels from L. A second feature is fetched from F and all labels are
assigned. At this level some of the labels might be ruled out because they violate the
observed scene relationships. This process continues until all features have been labelled.
A consistent labelling then exists if each feature is assigned a single valid label that is also
arc consistent with adjacent nodes. The relationships between features are used to select
appropriate geometrical constraints for enforcing parallelism or orthogonality later in the
optimisation process.
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Figure 2: The model of the architectural scene is represented by a semantic net. Nodes
represent the model entities and are linked by architecturally meaningful relationships.

The model-entities (labels) and the relationships among the entities represent the



knowledge of a typical architectural outdoor scene. Possible labels are L =fSide Wall,
End Wall, Base Plane, Ceiling/Floor, Roof, No Architectural Featureg. The architectural
relationship between two features and their labels are checked (e.g. horizontal and verti-
cal walls are almost perpendicular). Angle relationships between two features are checked
with a certain tolerance (3 degrees). The ”Above” relationship is satisfied if 99% of the
vertices of one plane are above a second plane defined by surface normal and distance.
No Architectural Feature does not have any relation with a normal feature and can there-
fore be assigned everywhere. The final labelling is obtained by finding the solution that
maximises the number of architectural labels.

The semantic net models a reasonable subset of all houses. It includes the interior and
exterior structure of houses. The model can include an arbitrary number of walls which
can be placed parallel or orthogonal to each other. They can be on the same level or on
different ones (then seperated by aFloor/Ceiling). The base plane is below all other parts
of the building. It represents the ground on which the house stands. The roof is modelled
as a typical sharp roof. Errors in the scene description are resolved by labelling them
asNo Architectural Feature. The semantic net can be easily extended with features like
windows and doors. These features can be modelled as parallel and close to the actual
walls. However, the previous plane detection concentrates on finding big planes. So,
modelling windows and doors is not necessary at this step.

3.2 Edge grouping

Each edge that was found has an orientationO and a starting pointS. Edges with almost-
equal orientation are grouped together by complete linkage clustering [9]. The distance
between clusters are determined by the greatest distance between any two edges in differ-
ent clusters (opposite to the nearest neighbor method). This leads to small very compact
clusters. We use the angle between the orientations of the edges as the similarity mea-
surement.

The majority of architectural structures consists of linear elements that form a three-
dimensional structural frame [3]. The frame defines the three principal directions of a
building. We use the clusters found previously to find the three directions of the archi-
tectural frame. The three clusters that are most orthogonal to each other are selected.
Orthogonality constraints are created between the orientations which are used in the opti-
misation process. We find the three directionsO1, O2 andO3 from the set of clusters by
minimising: 2Xi=1 3Xj=i+1(j�2 � aros( jOi �Oj jk Oi k k Oj k)j) (3)

4 Model optimisation

Optimising the model by enforcing the constraints found previously is formulated as
a nonlinear programming problem. There are many algorithms which are designed to
search spaces for an optimum solution. Some of them become ill-conditioned and fail
with nonlinear problems. We use the Downhill Simplex method [12]. It is a numerical
multidimensional minimisation technique. This method requires only function evalua-



tions, not derivatives. Like any technique which uses only function evaluations, this tech-
nique is not very efficient in terms of computational performance. However, it is very
robust and leads to a quick solution if we already know a set of parameters for a solution
close to the optimum.

The evaluation function for the optimisation technique consists of the squared resid-
uals of the vertices and the constraint functions. It uses a parameter vector~p that con-
catenates all the parameters for the individual planes and edges. The parameters for each
plane includes the surface normal as two angles (2 floats) and the distance (1 float). An
edge consists of the starting point S (3 floats) and the orientation as two angles (2 floats).
By keeping the number of parameters for each individual feature small, the size of the
parameter set is kept small and so gives better computational performance.

The squared residual is the squared geometric distance from the vertices to their fea-
ture (plane or edge). We have a set of features parameterisedF = fFi(~p)g. Each featurei has a set of verticesfVi;jg. The residual of every feature is normalised with its number
of verticesNi. Thus, model size does not affect results.

Every constraint is represented by a constraint function c(). The values of these func-
tions correspond to the degree that the constraints are satisfied. As an example the con-
straint function for enforcing parallelism looks like this:parallel(~p) = j aros( jOi �Oj jk Oi k k Oj k)j (4)

The constraint function can be seen as a penalty function. The constraint functions
are added up to give the global constraint error.� is a weight factor which scales the con-
straints to the residuals.� can go to1 to ensure exact constraint satisfaction. However,� is kept fairly small to find a good fit to the original data.Xi 1NiXj dist(Fi(~p); Vi;j)2 + �Xi (i)(~p) (5)

Minimising this gives the optimised model parameters. We now project the vertices
of the planes onto their planes. We calculate the new coordinatesVp = (xp; yp; zp)0 of
the vertex with the original vertexV = (x; y; z)0, the unit surface normal of the planeN = (nx; ny; nz)0 and the distance D of the plane to the origin as:Vp = V � tN (6)

where t = V �N �DN �N (7)

Analogously, we project the vertices of the edges onto their edges. The new positionVp of the vertex is calculated with the original vertexV , the start vertex of the edgeS = (sx; sy; sz)0 and the unit orientation of the edgeO = (ox; oy; oz)0.Vp = O((V � S) � O) + S (8)
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Figure 3: Results for the experiment with the synthetic model. The left graph shows the
angle error in degrees versus the noise level. The graph on the right shows the mean
squared residual versus the noise.

5 Experimental results

The proposed technique described above is general. It is independent of the way the
3D model was created (i.e. from range or intensity data) and of model properties like
variance of the triangle size. It has been applied to several triangulated models. We will
here present results for a synthetic model and for one reconstructed real model.

First, we applied the described technique to a synthetic model. The model consists of
a perfect mesh of three walls at 90 degrees (1323 vertices & 2400 triangles). Two walls are
parallel. A varying amount of Gaussian distributed 3D noise is added to the vertices. The
walls are constrained by three constraints. Additionally, three orthogonality constraints
are used for the three principal directions. The first graph shows the constraint error from
feature extraction (top curve), improving the fit (middle curve) and application of the
constraints (bottom curve, near noise level axis). Improving the fit is done without using
any constraints in the evaluation function. The constraint error from feature extraction is
a result of the random nature of RANSAC. Specially, the orientation of the three principle
directions varies much, because fewer points are used to fit the lines and estimate the three
directions. Improving the fit using all data points from the features gives much better
results. Finally, using the constraints gives a constraint error close to zero. The second
graph shows the mean squared residual after feature extraction (top curve), improving
the fit (dashed curve) and constraining the model (solid curve). The parameters obtained
from RANSAC show the biggest error. The mean residuals from improving the fit and
from applying the constraints are close together and are both significantly below the the
RANSAC curve. The two graphs show that applying constraints improves the orientation
of walls and edges without significantly worsening the fit.

Next we show the application of the constraints to a Bavarian farmhouse reconstructed
by the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC) [8, 15]. The model is shown in
figure 5). The model was reconstructed from multiple range data scans (12504 vertices &
16589 triangles). This is a full 3D model. The original solid model shows small edges on



the walls. The optimised model has these edges projected onto the wall (see figure 4 for a
close view of a wall). The plane extraction finds the 4 walls of the house and two planes
for the roof (total 1856 vertices). The low number of plane vertices in comparison to the
total number of vertices results from the fact that the planes consist of relatively few big
triangles and that model details like windows consist of many small triangles. The plane
extraction preserves features like the windows and doors (see figure 5). 63 edges are
extracted and 27 of them are grouped together in 8 clusters. All edges in one cluster are
considered to be parallel to each other. The parameter vector consists of 223 variables (18
for the 6 planes, 189 for the 63 edge starting points and 16 for the 8 cluster orientations).
The initial parameters obtained from RANSAC give us angle errors that are no more than
1.3 degrees off. The angle errors of the plane and edge orientation vary from the optimum
by 0.4 and 0.7 degrees on average in the original model. The planes are constrained by 10
constraints and the edge orientations by three. After optimisation all angle errors differ
less than 0.01 degrees from the optimum. The result in figure 5 shows the model with
removed irregularities and aligned planes and edges. The average disparity of the moved
vertices is 0.21% of the model diameter. The optimisation step took 165 seconds on an
Intel Pentium III with 600MHz.

Figure 4: A close view of a wall of the farmhouse. On the left is the unconstrained model.
Surface ripples between the windows are most easily seen in the circled areas. On the
right is the optimised model with fewer irregularities.

6 Conclusion

Previous work used architectural constraints mainly for scene reconstruction from inten-
sity images. This work shows how architectural constraints can be used for improving
the reconstruction of full 3D models independent of the sensor data. Only 3D informa-
tion is used. The constraints make architectural features more regular in terms of their
architectural properties. We exploit common architectural features like walls and their
relationships to each other.



Initially, a RANSAC technique obtains a set of planes and edges from the 3D data. We
automatically discover the constraints between the planes by using a tree search strategy.
Even conservatively loose thresholds on angles and position lead to a correct labelling of
the planes in the scene. Parallel edges are grouped together by clustering. The model
parameters are optimised with a robust numerical optimisation algorithm.

The experimental results show how imperfections like small irregularities on planes
and the orientations of walls and edges are corrected. As a result orientations of planes
and edges are corrected. The visual appearance of the model is enhanced.
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Figure 5: Top: The original textured model (left) and solid model (right) of the Bavar-
ian farmhouse reconstructed by the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC).
Middle: The extracted planes in darker colour (left) and edges (right). Bottom: The edges
of the three principal directions (left) and the resulting model with flattened, straightened
and aligned planes and edges (right).


